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Abstract 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is the computational study of people’s 
opinions, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions toward entities, individuals, issues, 
events, topics and their attributes. Sentiment analysis plays a vital role in the research 
area of text mining. The aim behind the sentiment classification is to analyze the core 
(subjective) information in the text and then categorizes into one of the three 
categories positive, negative and neutral. The purpose of this paper is to analyze 
different techniques for sentiment classification that assign a polarity to an 
opinionated text. This paper summarized the sentiment levels for classification, some 
widely used algorithms, possible challenges and application areas of sentiment 
classification. 
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1. Introduction 

With the frenziedprogress of social media (i.e., different reviews, forum 
discussions, blogs and social networks) on the World Wide Web, individuals and 
organizations are increasingly using public opinions in these media for their 
decision making [1]. Social media not only plays an important role in connecting 
people with the world but it becomes an essential entity to helps people to 
express their emotions or feeling about any topic or opinion on the globe. 

Sentiment Analysis is an application of natural language processing that 
analyzes people’s opinion towards different products or entities on social media 
and then classifies into three categories positive, negative and neutral  [2]. 
Sentiment analysis is also called subjectivity analysis. It focuses on the main 
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subjective part in the text that lead the phrase or sentence in good or bad 
direction [3]. Opinion mining or opinion extraction is the study of opinions 
comes from different corners of the world.  

Sentiment classification follows four steps shown in figure 1. In the first step, 
collect different contents given by many users (reviews or feedback) from social 
media web sites. After that, apply preprocessing steps to clean the irrelevant 
datathat are not necessary for sentiment classification. After the preprocessing 
step, analyze the linguistic features in user generated text by using part of speech 
(POS) approach so that required information is identified [4].Then sentiment 
classification is performed by using machine learning mechanisms in order to 
determine the polarity of the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Process of Sentiment Classification 

 
Most of the research exists on sentiment analysis for user opinion data, which 

mainly judges the polarities of user reviews [5]. In these studies, sentiment 
analysis is often conducted at one of the three levels: the document level, 
sentence level, or attribute level [6]. In relation to sentiment analysis, the 
literature survey done indicates two types of techniques including machine 
learning and semantic orientation. In addition to that, the natural language 
processing techniques (NLP) is used in this area, especially in the document 
sentiment detection [7]. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the sentiment analysis  
and their levels. Section 3 introduces the approaches for sentiment analysis. 
Section 4 presents some challenges in this area and section 5 identified the 
benefit of sentiment analysis. Last section concludes our study and discusses 
some future directions for research. 
 
2. Level of Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis has been explored mainly at three levels: 

 Document Level Analysis 

 Sentence Level Analysis 

 Entity and Aspect level Analysis 
 
2.1.Document Level Analysis  

The task in the document level sentiment analysis is to classify whether a 
whole opinion document asserts a positive or negative sentiment [8, 9]. In this 
level, each document declare opinions on a single entity and it is not applicable 
in those situations where the documents which evaluate or compare multiple 
entities.  

 
2.2.Sentence Level Analysis  

In this level, the task based on sentences and determines either each sentence 
conveyed a positive, negative, or neutral opinion.  This level of analysis is not 
suitable where the sentence structure is complex [10]. 
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2.3.Entity and Aspect Level Analysis  

Entity and Aspect level analysis are also called phrase level sentiment 
analysis. The above two mentioned level do not identify exactly what the people 
liked or did not like. Aspect level sentiment analysis performs finer-grained 
analysis. It is based on feature-based opinion mining that identifies the features 
values of the opinion and then summarize the results of that opinion [11].  
 
3. Approaches for Sentiment Analysis 

In general, the common approaches used in sentiment analysis are lexicon 
based approach and machine learning approach.  

 
3.1.Lexicon based approach 

The Lexicon based approach aims to finding the lexicon containing the 
opinion and then analyzes it by either using the dictionary based approach or the 
corpus based approach [12, 13]. 

 
3.1.1.Dictionary based approach 

The Dictionary based approach aims to finds the morphemes that contain 
subjective meaning in the text and then matches them from the words listed in 
the dictionary, but it has disadvantage that it is unable to find the domain or 
context specific opinion. 
 
3.1.2.Corpus based approach 

The Corpus based approach matches lexicon opinion with the list of opinion 
words that identifies correct domain or context of specific opinion. Acquiring of 
the opinionated lexicon is done in two steps. In the first step, identified the word 
that contain opinion in the corpus and in second step, polarity is assigned to 
opinionated word. 

 
3.2.Machine Learning Approach 

Machine learning investigates how computers can learn (or improve their 
performance) based on data. In this approach, how computer program can learn 
to recognize complex pattern and make intelligent decisions based on data [14]. 
It mainly comprises of supervised learning and unsupervised learning approach. 
In supervised learning approach, we mainly focus on classification of data while 
in unsupervised approach, we focus on clustering. Mostly the opinion are 
classified either positive, negative or neutral. On the basis of data classification, 
we have identified some supervised learning algorithms that are commonly used 
in sentiment analysis and opinion mining. 

 

3.2.1. Naïve Bays Classifier (NB):  
One of the simplest and widely used supervised learning approach is Naïve 

Bays. It works on bags of words strategy i.e. a class C is assigned to document d 
is based on the allocation of the words in that document [15, 17]. The function of 
the NB classifier is as follows. It assumes the features presents in the document 
are independent on each other so probability of the document d belongs to class 
Cj can be calculated by the summation of all probabilities of all independent 
features in document d as mention below: 
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𝑷 𝑿 𝑪𝒊 =  𝑷(𝒙𝒌|𝑪𝒊)

𝒏

𝒌=𝟏

 

 

= 𝑷 𝒙𝟏 𝑪𝒊)  ×  𝑷 𝒙𝟐 𝑪𝒊)  × … . .×  𝑷 𝒙𝒏 𝑪𝒊) 

 

We can easily estimate the probabilities P(X1|Ci), P(x2|Ci), … , P(xn|Ci) from the 

training data. 

 
Bayes classifier model produces fastest and accurate results as well as very 

robust to irrelevant features. The only drawback of this classifier is that it 
assumes all features in the given dataset are independent on each other.  
 

3.2.2.Support Vector Machine Classifier (SVM):  
Dataset based on text is ideally suited for this classifier because of disperse 

nature of the words in the text, there may be some features in the data set that are 
irrelevant but they tend to exist together in a way to organize into easily 
separable classes [16, 17]. In this technique a straight line curve is created 
between the data items that will classify them into multiple classes. If there are 
X items, W is the input feature vector then straight line curve can be determined 
as 

 
P = W. X + b  

 
Where W is the weight factor and b is the scaling factor and X is the training 

tuples of data. 
SVM is independent on features gap and very fast in training as well as 

testing. It provides very high accuracy if given text belongs to one class only. 
The drawback of this technique is that if multi class items exist in the 
opinionated word the gap around the curve becomes reduces which in result, 
decrease the accuracy to correctly classifying those words. 
 

3.2.3.Maximum Entropy 
The maximum entropy classifier is the best at solving sentiment classification 

problems [17]. Unlike NB, it does not assume that the features are independent 
of each other. This model uses search search-based mechanism to find out the 
uncertainty if the data is not clear. In other words we should select the model p* 
with Maximum Entropy as: 

 

𝑝∗ = arg max  – 𝑝  x 𝑝 y x log𝑝(y|x)

x,y

  

 

Where P(x) is the experimental distribution of x in the training dataset.  
This classifier can be used to solve a large variety of text classification 

problems. The major disadvantage of this technique is, if the categories are 
unbalanced then result may be affected as it often guesses the largest category.  
 

3.2.4.Decision Tree 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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This classifier describes the sentence structure in a form of a tree; each tree 
includes a root node, branches, and leaf nodes. Each internal node represents an 
attribute, each branch denotes the outcome of a test, and each leaf node holds a 
class label. it is very simple and powerful technique for multiple variable 
analysis [18]. Decision tree resolve problem in two iterative steps, at first it 
calculates Entropy which cleans the impurity in the data set by using following 
formula: 

 

𝐸 𝑋 =   − 𝑃𝑖 log2𝑃𝑖

𝑐

𝑖=1

 

 

Where Pi is the probabilities of class i and it calculate as the proportion of 
class i in the set. In second step information gain is calculated that tells us how 
important a given attribute of the feature vectors is 

 

𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑇,𝑋 =  𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 𝑇 −  𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑇,𝑋) 
 

Where T is the total entropy of parent root and X is the entropy of child (leaf) 
node. The above two steps are repeated continuously until the anomalies in the 
data set are removed. This classifier is robust and performs well with large data 
in short time. The drawback of this technique is that if there are too many nodes 
present in the tree that are correlated to each other, the complexity becomes so 
high and it is very difficult to classify text into a particular category because of 
this greedy structure. 

 
4. Challenges 

Some of the major challenges faced in the area of sentiment analysis.  

 Sentiment analysis is based on subjective classification so if there are more 

individuals involve in the research, the outcome may be the difference in 

opinion [19].  

 The biggest challenge faced in sentiment analysis is the domain specific nature 

of opinionated words. It may give very good performance in one domain, but 

at the same time it performs very poor in some other domain [20].  

 Social media websites facilitate user to provide feedback in any textual pattern 

this will create problem in determination of opinionated word in the text [21]. 

Since every human being has a different nature so it is very hard to correctly 

classify user provided input belongs to a particular entity.  
 
5. Benefits of Sentiment Analysis 

In this section, we will expound some benefits of sentiment analysis in the real 
world environment. 

 Sentiment analysis helps in business intelligence by analyzing the customer’s 

reviews regarding a product.  

 Sentiment analysis helps in the detection of spam on social media through 

automatic detection of the spam words on different forums, emails and blogs.  

 Sentiment analysis is very useful in monitoring response of people regarding 

political issues on social media by analyzing the arrogant words on different 

internet resources.  

(4) 

(5) 
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6. Conclusion 

Sentiment analysis is the computational study of subjective word in the text 
which provides user’s opinion towards entities o social media websites. In this 
paper, various techniques for sentiment classification are discussed. Each of 
them has certain advantages and disadvantages over other classifiers.  

Sentiment analysis plays a vital role in the research area of text mining which 
helps in order to retrieve some useful information of interest. Nowadays, it 
becomes the growing field of research. Progress is continue in order to resolve 
the challenges not only in English language but in other native languages as 
well. 
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